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Lauren Kelly
Zach Kelty
Mary Laws
Patrick Matzig
Meredith Owens
Haley Phillips
Kelsey Scott
Michael Summers
Suzanne Tarta
Austin Terrell
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Jeff Wisnoski

MUSICAL NUMBERS

Verb, That's What's Happening
Noun, Person, Place or Thing
Three is a Magic Number
Mother Necessity
Sufferin' for Suffrage
Lolly, Lolly, Lolly
Unpack Your Adjectives
Just a Bill
The Preamble
Ready or Not, Here I Come
Do the Circulation
Rufus Xavier Sarsparilla
Figure Eight
A Victim of Gravity
Zero, My Hero
Conjunction Junction
Great American Melting Pot
Elbow Room
Interplanet Janet
Interjections
The Tale of Mr. Morton

Band

Piano/synthesizers  Jeff Theiss
Guitar           Scott Menefee
Bass             Colin Campbell
Drums            Matt Sneed
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Master Carpenter: Chad Girndt
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The Mission of Baylor University is to educate men and women for worldwide leadership and service by integrating academic excellence and Christian commitment within a caring community.

The Mission of the Department of Theatre Arts is to prepare students for theatre arts related fields by integrating excellence in traditional scholarship and artistic creativity with a Christian worldview. The mission of the Baylor Theatre is to act as a cultural laboratory which engages the university, the larger community of artist scholars, and the world.
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